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Project Title: 
Tangible Lightscapes 
Research on interfaces mainly based on light and gestures - with an aim to develop a behaviours 
vocabulary for wireless networked devices. 
 
My starting point 
My research has always been motivated by an interest in how technology represents itself and its 
functioning to people to avoid being a “black box”. Mechanical devices could still be intuitively 
understood in their working, just by watching the cogs turn; instead interaction designers has to create 
metaphors to represent the functioning of digital products. This has usually been done by creating 
interfaces based on the analogy between digital and mechanical devices.  
I am very fascinated by the idea of basing an interface’s design on another analogy: the one between a 
device’s functioning and the behaviour of a conscious being. I am really inspired by Valentino 
Braitenberg’s research on how very simple automated agents are interpreted by human observers as 
conscious beings with a behaviour, motives and thoughts. If a user could be led to consider in this way a 
digital device, their interaction with it may be more intuitive and straightforward than it sometimes is. This 
may then be a way of humanizing technology. This is the sort of interface I would like my research to 
focus on. 
 
I want my final project to bring a further step to my personal research in the use of light as a means of 
humanizing technology and empowering human/device interaction. In my graduation thesis I studied 
how light can be used as a tool to communicate and react to a given environment, here I would like to 
understand if I can use it as a tool to design an intuitive interface to interact with people. 
 
 
I’m interested in/inspired by… 
80% of all sensory perceptions are optic and need light as an information medium. 
The eye is always consciously or unconsciously monitoring the environment: human attention is captured 
by the brightest items in the visual field, by moving objects, by unforeseen elements and by everything 
potentially dangerous. For these reasons light can be seen as a universal language. 
Beyond any cultural and linguistic barrier, human beings are instinctively attracted by light, this attitude 
can be used to convey information in a strategic way. It is possible to take advantage of these proprieties 
using light as a meaningful medium to guide and help users to solve complex issues, limiting the 
information overload given by many traditional interfaces. 
 
The aim of my research is therefore to understand how to create a basic light behaviour grammar to 
design a non verbal interface that can be understood in a more intuitive way. 
I would like to investigate if it is possible to design an interface that uses mainly light, sound, haptic 
perception, heat, storytelling etc as tools to express the behaviour of the device.  

http://alicepintus.wordpress.com/


In this way I would like to understand which are the prerequisites to design “calm devices”, that requires 
just our peripheral attention to work correctly. 
 
 
Related projects 
Products, IxD projects and movies showing an interesting use of light/sound/shape/vibration/gesture as 
feedbacks to communicate the device’s status.  
See all the images, videos and texts at: 
http://alicepintus.wordpress.com/research-2/related-works/ 
 
 
My explorations 
See more information, images and videos (overall on the prototype section) at: 
http://alicepintus.wordpress.com/research-2/ 
 
Theoretical research: How the concepts of Instinct, Natural and Innate Perception has been treated in 
human brain studies and in behaviour/cognitive science? The work of Valentino Braitenberg on synthetic 
psychology has a peculiar point of view on the topic. Braitenberg in his 1984 book “Vehicles, Experiments 
in Synthetic Psychology” presents an armada of simple vehicles that consist only of sensors, motors, and 
wiring. Despite their simplicity these vehicles show astonishingly diverse behaviours. Braitenberg shows 
how a simple neural architecture (the wiring) can produce complex behaviours in real world environments. 
The relationship between robot/robot, robot/environment and robot/human is called in sociology 
“spurious”, it looks like the robots are connected one to the other and respond with an adaptive 
behaviour, instead the real cause of what they are doing is in an other dimension that can not be perceived 
by the scene observer. 
So why do we ascribe consciousness to something that is inanimate? The answer is probably in the way 
human brain works. In his 2003 book ”L’immagine del mondo nella testa” Braitenberg explains that the 
relationship me/you is already written is our neural network: brains are symmetrical to better 
understand other symmetrical objects, for instance someone else face. It is crucial for survival to recognise 
immediately an other living being and understand if it is harmful or not. 
 

 
 
 
Besides scanning the environment looking for potential enemies, the brain keeps on anticipate the reason 
why events happen and builds up findings (plastic synapses), it is also extremely exited if there are 
coloured and moving signals in the optic field, everything to preserve the species existence. Human beings 
attention is therefore challenged to be deep focused on something most of the time. 
 
In contemporary environments how can we design devices that engage both the center and the periphery 
of our attention, to avoid information overload and consequently keep the levels of stress and frustration 
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low? Using Mark Weiser’s words, how can we design calm technology? 
 
An answer can be found in the research of Mihaly Csiksentmihalyi. He defines the concept of ”flow” as 
an area in between the feeling of  boredom and anxiety. The aim of a more intuitive interface is to move 
the task from being cause of anxiety into the flow area. In this way it should be possible to create a better 
balance between the user skills and the challenge they have to face to complete an activity and enjoy it. 

 
 
Prototyping: Light can be a rich and meaningful tool to express behaviours through colours, brightness, 
shapes and speed of changing patterns. Using a recognisable pattern is already a way to deliver content, 
indeed structure is equal to information (for instance Morse Code).  
 
Therefore, along with the theoretical research, I conducted 2 rounds of user tests to understand if it is 
possible to create a more intuitive interface using a simple light behaviour routine.  
I run these tests using 2 prototypes I developed with Jacob Sikker Remin and Francesco Saverio Mondelli 
for an other project, Dubmate. http://dkds.ciid.dk/py/tangible-user-interface/projects/dubmate/ 
Dubmate is a portable device, basically an evolution of the traditional USB stick, designed to share files 
through a tangible user interface, avoiding the use of computers. The interface is based on the use of 
gestures and lights/colours.  
 

 
 
I designed the first behaviour routine according to my way of imagining the different states of the device. 
In the second test session, instead, the light behaviour is completely based on the feedback collected 
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during the first round. 
These tests allow me to think that is possible to create a common light language that can be 
largely understood, in fact people have a clear idea on what is easier for them and why (even if there are 
different opinions on the same behaviour).  
The users can connect pretty easily light behaviours to meanings and states. 
Light can therefore be a powerful tool to show something that is concrete but intangible, therefore 
invisible (”Physical is the new digital”). 
 
 
My design challenge 
CONTEXT 
In the near future, wireless communication will be spread everywhere. Without the physical cable 
connection it will be harder to guess which devices are talking to each other and what they are talking 
about. Already today we are often struggling to connect a Bluetooth device to our laptop: we have to go 
through many menus and lists of awkward product’s names to eventually find what we need. Sometimes 
also very simple tasks can go wrong: we wonder why the network printer is not working even if everything 
seems connected in the correct way; when we don’t receive any incoming signal from our wireless router 
we just reboot it, purely because we don’t know what else to do. 
If we assume that, within 5 years, most of the devices that we use on daily basis will communicate to each 
other without any physical connection, the situation could become even more complicated. 
Products like mobile phones, mp3 players, earphones, printers, laptops, cameras, game platforms etc will 
share connection (Bluetooth, Xbee, WiFi), functionalities (I’ll probably write my sms using a wireless 
keyboard that I’ve found around) and contents (I’ll share my playlist with the other 100 iPod users that are 
on my train now) more and more.  
How will they communicate their status to the user?  
 
DESIGN CHALLENGE 
I would like to design a communication protocol/light behaviours vocabulary for networked objects. 
 
- Light and gestures will be used in the interface to make visible the devices’ status. The aim is to show the 
devices’ intangible actions and make them intuitively recognisable. 
COMMUNICATION: How might we show the voice/thought/action of 2 devices that are 
communicating to each other? 
 
- Devices should be perceived as calmer, in fact if the user understands what the object is doing, he also 
feels more in control of it. Moreover users feel more power over their tools if they can have a 
direct/physical interaction with them. 
CONTROL: How might we design a physical/direct control on the device to amplify the trust we put in 
it? 
 
- Today our environment is getting polluted and saturated with many feedbacks that keep our central 
attention continuously focus, this situation leads to a high level of stress and information overload.  
How might we engage more our peripheral attention to create a calmer relationship with our devices? 
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Further exploration 
I tackled my design challenge with a brainstorm session.  
This meeting gave me 2 main ideas:  
1. Replace the physical wire connection with an intangible one, a cable made of light. In other words 
design a light behaviour that could immediately show if 2 objects are connected.  
2. Design a completely light based interface for domestic wireless routers. 
 
To be more concrete and to try finding which was the best context to show my ideas, I drew 2 
storyboards.  
http://alicepintus.wordpress.com/2009/06/18/context-1/ 
http://alicepintus.wordpress.com/2009/06/19/context-2/ 
 

 
 
 
Very soon I discovered that the wireless connection scenario (1) was much more interesting and flexible 
for my purpose, so I started to elaborate on it shooting a low fidelity video scenario. 
http://alicepintus.wordpress.com/2009/07/06/refining-the-context/ 
 
After a talk with Jozeph Forakis and Dave Mellis I definitely decided to concentrate my investigation on 
how to design a generic light vocabulary and gestural interface and apply it on networked devices. 
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So I started to image how a wireless iPod Shuffle could look like, I tried to design a new generation with a 
more intuitive/handy interface and with all the different light feedbacks embedded. 

 
However, after this investigation, I understood that the prototype should be a 3D representation of the 
LIGHT MAP and it shouldn’t recall any specific product. 
 
So I started to research on light status maps (Nike+ Amp, 3 generations of iPod Shuffle) to understand 
how to treat the light feedbacks and how to show the different routines.  
I also took in consideration the sailing light vocabulary/signals in case of fog. 
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Afterwards I drew a more detailed scenario to show 2 main light behaviours: in case of continuous and 
discreet communication. This helped understanding which was the best light status routine to build up the 
“universal” map that has to be applied to many different contexts. 
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My concept 
Light and gestures could be used in a more meaningful and intuitive way in many devices’ interface. 
Human brain perceives them as “natural” feedbacks, this propriety can be effectively exploited to convey 
an object status. The aim of my exploration is to design a light behaviours vocabulary that tells the user 
what the devices are doing. 
This “device language” will give a concrete representation of the intangible and invisible events that are 
taking place. A well designed device/device communication will lead to a more intuitive device/user 
interaction. 
 
This vocabulary will be described in a MAP of light behaviours/gestures that can be applied to a wide 
range of contexts where devices are communicating wirelessly.  
 
This map will have a three-dimensional representation in an archetype: a light CUBE. 
The cube will show 2 different light feedbacks: 
1. Connection Light: shows if the network objects are connected/disconnected and communicating to 
each other, the light intensity is proportional to the signal strength. The light will start blinking if the 
device is going to loose the signal. This light shows a CONTINUOUS communication. 
2. Control Light: pulses if the networked objects are exchanging data and shows who is the 
Sender/Receiver through colours. The light will turn solid when the transfer is complete or will display an 
error message if something goes wrong. This light shows a DISCREET communication. 
 

 
 
The Light CUBES will be tools for an ongoing research on the human reaction to different light 
statuses. The purpose will be understanding which is the most intuitive match between the light 
behaviour and the meaning we want to deliver, in a given context. 
The aim of my research is also raising the attention on light interfaces, so that interaction designers may 
consider them more as an other meaningful option in their projects. 
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Anyway my main audience will be average users that interact with networked devices on daily basis.  
Light will be the core feedback in the device’s interface, stimulating primarily the peripheral attention and, 
consequentially, avoiding information overload and stress.  
Gestures will also have a crucial role in the interface: nowadays connecting a Bluetooth device is 
inconvenient, as a matter of fact you have to go through menus and lists of items to find the one you are 
looking for, sometimes it is not so straightforward. While testing my first prototypes I proved that users 
feel more in control if they have a direct interaction with the object they are using. Because of that the 
connection will happen by physically joining the 2 devices, exchanging ID information via an RFID 
tag/antenna. 
 
 
My prototyping plan 

 
I will prototype 3 CUBES: 
1 Cube - in the drawing C - will show just the Connection light (CONTINUOUS communication): 
representation of the light behaviours that can be applied to a peripheral device such as: speaker, 
headphone, screen, projector, mouse, microphone…  
These devices don’t have any memory storage and they will get the light colour from the device they are 
connected to. 
 
1+1 Cubes - in the drawing A and B - will show both the Connection light and the Control light 
(DISCREET and CONTINUOUS communication): representation of the light behaviours that can 
be applied to devices like: mp3 players, memory storage devices and time capsules, cameras, laptops, 
mobile phones…  
These devices have some memory storage and they have their own customizable light colour. For instance 
Sara’s device will be blue and John’s will be yellow: the user can set his own colour through a software. 
If a peripheral device is connected, its light turns the main device’s colour. 
If 2 main devices are connected to each other they will keep their own Connection light colour.  
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If 2 main devices are transferring data to each other the Receiver Control light will turn the same colour as 
the Sender. 
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The light behaviours will be investigated further during the user tests I will conduct as soon as the 
prototype is ready. 
 
I will also apply the light/gesture vocabulary to a concrete scenario: (1) connect an iPod Shuffle to a 
speaker and (2) exchange files between 2 iPods (Nano and Shuffle) 
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